Significance analysis of qualitative mammographic features, using linear classifiers, neural networks and support vector machines.
Advances in modern technologies and computers have enabled digital image processing to become a vital tool in conventional clinical practice, including mammography. However, the core problem of the clinical evaluation of mammographic tumors remains a highly demanding cognitive task. In order for these automated diagnostic systems to perform in levels of sensitivity and specificity similar to that of human experts, it is essential that a robust framework on problem-specific design parameters is formulated. This study is focused on identifying a robust set of clinical features that can be used as the base for designing the input of any computer-aided diagnosis system for automatic mammographic tumor evaluation. A thorough list of clinical features was constructed and the diagnostic value of each feature was verified against current clinical practices by an expert physician. These features were directly or indirectly related to the overall morphological properties of the mammographic tumor or the texture of the fine-scale tissue structures as they appear in the digitized image, while others contained external clinical data of outmost importance, like the patient's age. The entire feature set was used as an annotation list for describing the clinical properties of mammographic tumor cases in a quantitative way, such that subsequent objective analyses were possible. For the purposes of this study, a mammographic image database was created, with complete clinical evaluation descriptions and positive histological verification for each case. All tumors contained in the database were characterized according to the identified clinical features' set and the resulting dataset was used as input for discrimination and diagnostic value analysis for each one of these features. Specifically, several standard methodologies of statistical significance analysis were employed to create feature rankings according to their discriminating power. Moreover, three different classification models, namely linear classifiers, neural networks and support vector machines, were employed to investigate the true efficiency of each one of them, as well as the overall complexity of the diagnostic task of mammographic tumor characterization. Both the statistical and the classification results have proven the explicit correlation of all the selected features with the final diagnosis, qualifying them as an adequate input base for any type of similar automated diagnosis system. The underlying complexity of the diagnostic task has justified the high value of sophisticated pattern recognition architectures.